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phases. Ahrens et al. ha\'e suggested that. at least in 
the ~hock-wave case, the so-called "post-spinel" tr:1ns

formation s might corresponu to the folJowing reactions 

(1\lg, FchSi0-l- (olivine) ~ (1\,lg, Fe)2SiO~ (strontium 

plumbate or potassium nickel fluoride structure), 

(U1a) 

AI2MgO~ (spinel) ~ AI2Mg0-l- (calcium ferrite 

structure or calcium titanite structure), (Iltb) 

(Mg, Fe)SiO J (pyroxene) ~ (M g. Fe)Si0 3 

(ilmenite or prcrovskite strllCtltre), (LV) 

The enthalpy of formation of M+ (idea l gas) which 

consists of vaporization and ionization enthalpies is ob

tained frolll stanuard thermochemica l ta bles (e.g. Ros
SINI et al. (1952)). The enthalpy of formation of the 

anion, such as that ofO =, th e principal anion of interest 

to the study of the mantle, Illllst be calculated theoret

ically (GAFFNI:Y and AIIRCNS (1969). The enthalpy 

change associated with eq. (2) isjust equal to the lattice 

energy IV L (discllssed below) plus NCp T where N is the 

number of moles of ionic gas per mole of solid. As

suming th at the ionic gas is an ideal gas, Cp = t R, 
where T and R have their usual meanings. 

Fe20 3 (hematite) ~ Fe2 0 3 

(perovskite or fJ-rare earth structure). (V) 2 .2. Calclllation of the lattice energy 

1 n the analysis of the shock wave data for the high 

pressure phases, the zero-pressure bulk modulus and 

density were calculated using ANDERSON'S (1967) seis

mic equation of stale. The probable structures of the 

high pressure phases were inferred on the basis of the 

calculated densities, crystal-chemical arguments, and 

the results of sta tic high pressure experiments on analog 

compounds. In all of the proposed high-pressure pha -

es, silicon is in sixfold coordination and the other 

cations are in six, eight, or twelvefold coordination 

with oxygen. 

In order to determine the adm issibility of one or 

more of the proposed high-pressure structures, and to 
evaluate the heats of formation and types of bondin g 

involved in these polymorphs, we have calculated theo

retical lattice energies for some of the pertinent simple 

oxides, spinels, and pcrovskites. These polymorphs are 

presumabLy prese nt in the mantle. A modified Born
type calculation for ionic bonding in the crysta ls is 
uscd with the availablc uata for bulk moduli and density 
(lattice paramcters) in calculating theoretical enthalpics 
of rorma t ion. 

2. Theory 

2. 1. Born-lfabel' cycle 

The 13orn-Haber cycle may be used to calculate the 

heat of rornwtion of an essentially ionic crystal if the 

lattice energy is kllo\\ n, viz., 

rvl(stu.~I.)+X(stu.st) ~ l\l+(iucal gas)+X- (ideal gas), 

(I) 

M+(ideal gas)+X-(idca l gas) ~ M+X-(crystal). (2) 

The lattice energy IVL is the energy change of (2) 
above. The Born-Mayer form of the potential is 

aR Uj = zl.exp(-RJp) --, 
R 

where z is the number of nearest neighbors,). and pare 

repulsive force constants, R is some scale length(we use 

the cube root of the molecular volume), and 'Y. R is the 

Madelung constant for the same sca le length. Using 

the equilibrium lattice dimensions we can eliminate z;, 
and summing over the lattice we get the lattice energy 

H'L = - NA
fJ.

Rq
2 (1 - ~). (3) 

Ro Ro 

where NA is Avagadro's number. The parameter p is 
eva lua ted using the relation with the bulk modulus, KT : 

Ro 9RoVKT 
-~2- + 2 . (4) 

P fJ.Rq 

2.3.0ther/orees 

In the above derivation of the lattice energy IVL we 
have considered a "purely ionic" crystal with only two 

kinds or forces, coulombic and repul sive. However, 
there are other forces which may contribute to the 
lattice energy. Among these are va n der Waals forces, 

covalent bonds and dipole anu higher order mUltipole 
forces. 111 addition, there is zero-point :tnd vibratioll:1 1 

energy in the lattice. These last two and the van del' 

Waals terms arc fairly small, less than about 10 kcalJ 

mole combineu (GAFFl'EY and AIIRFNS (1969)) anu 

their omissioll is somc\\!wt compensatcu for since the 

repulsi\'e parameter p is obtained from empirical data . 

The largest contribution to non-ionic lattice energy is 


